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SHOWSTOPPERS COMMITTEE MINUTES

Attendees
LE - Lydia Edge (President)
CT - Charlie Taylor (Vice President)
JM - Jamie Martin (Secretary)
AM - Angry Morgan (Treasurer)
DM - David Miller (Social)
EF - Ellen Fleming (Social)
BN - Bella Norris (Development)
GT - Gem Tunley (Development)
AB - Andy Banks (Tours)
JB - Joe Barr (Ordinary)
EM - Elliot Murray-Flint (Ordinary)
CH - Charlie House (Web and Promotions)

Apologies

Minutes in a
Minute
Freshers:
It’s happening!
Small:
No Updates.
Spring:
Chill week because Freshers & Bonnie and
Clyde.
Treasurer:
Considerable things which can’t be
completely summarised. Check minutes
below!
Social:
Broadway Baby happening soon! Check
minutes/event for dates!
Development:
Cabaret: 7th December deadline for signups,
and 10th for the backing track deadline.
Web and Promotions:
No Updates.
Tours:
Hopeful Edinburgh talk meeting from 5-6pm
on the 30th.
Ordinary:
No Updates.

Non-Comm

For a more detailed (pun-filled) minuted version of
committee’s discussions on Thursday, have a gander below.

Society:
No Updates.
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Freshers’ Show Update
LE: It’s happening, producers are getting clothes ready!

Small Show Update
GT swear x1, CH swear x2
GT: We’ll get to intensive and realised we’ve missed half the show.
AM: We did an act 1 run, it was great! We’ve gone to the PA house and picked out some clothing for the
trailer. We have a Bonnie and Clyde fundraiser set up for the 8th January.
BN swear x1, CT swear x1, AB tattling x1

Spring Show Update
AB: Curtains will be having a super chill couple of weeks due to Bonnie and Clyde and Our House. We did
a partial Act 1 run and it went well.
DM: Really fun.
CT: Good people in the cast. Well done us.

Treasurer Update
JM swear x1
AM: Went to the bank. I think this is the first time I’ve seen showstoppers with 5 digits in the bank! We still
owe TG 4 gs but that’s still a lot of dollah.
(Might not have phrased it this way but it was far more enjoyable for minuting purposes.)
Edinburgh wise still waiting to hear about rights so I can’t really do a lot, paying TG, until it is sorted.
Deposits will go back for Ordinary Days because even without rights costs, since they won’t cost more
than 3 grand.
Also talked to Robbie about how much comedy were having of the crowd fund and I think ComedySoc
asked for £200, we felt it was slightly unfair for them to get more than the other two society’s split.
Looked at budgets with Charlie, and we’ve come up with show contributions for shows. Our House and
Curtains will be £8, Bonnie and Clyde will be £10. Total amount of show deposits are taken from 10% of
the costs divisible by the amount of people, result rounded; so small show is more as a result of a smaller
cast and crew.
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Social Update
DM: Everyone’s very excited about today’s Oxygen FreeJump. Has everyone got £2 for their socks?
Collective yes.
EF: Broadway Baby (3rd December, Talking Heads) event will be happening, and they’ve requested music
be dropped oﬀ sooner rather than later for pianist reasons (classic MDs). They’ll organise a folder of lyrics
and ‘song menu’ for what numbers can be performed.
EF: Christmas Ball seating plan has been organised. I’ve emailed the venue. Going to double check with
photography, they’ve said they’re doing it but having confirmed…
CH: They are doing it.
EF: Oh good.
CH: It’ll probably be Oli Crump.
DM: Non-dining tickets closes on the 25th November. We have almost £50 available for decorations.

Development Update
BN: We did a workshop.
(GT: Well did we?)
Existential crisis.
BN: Can committee please come to workshops when it’s possible!
GT: We’ve done things for cabaret! (Segue) Confirmed booking for bar 2.
BN: We’ve got the event done, sign up form is there. 7th December deadline for signups, and 10th for the
backing track deadline.
GT: We won’t publicise the whole ‘1 cabaret without membership’ thing because it’s everyone’s first
cabaret.
GT: Wen TG don’t charge for theirs, it doesn’t seem like we should oﬀer a certain amount of workshops
free without membership.
General agreement that this is okay, membership will still be required for more than 1 cabaret
performance and shows.
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Tours Update
AB: We are hoping to do an Edinburgh talk meeting thing from 5pm-6pm Wednesday 30th.
CH: I’ve added it to the calendar, let me know if dates change.

Web and Promotions Update
CH: I made the website snow, and the great thing is the snow will melt at diﬀerent speeds depending on
the heat of your computer.
What a world we live in.

Society Update
No Update.

